
KORTA K42 – LONTUE VALLEY CHILE                
CHARDONNAY                                                                             €24.50
This exotic Chardonnay has an attractive nose of apricot and peach with 
subtle yet rich butter hints.  The palate is immediately refreshing with 
orchard fruit and some richness

PECILE, DELLE VENEZIE IG ITALY 
PINOT GRIGIO                                                                              €27.00
Pear and apple aromas dominate the nose which echoes the lively tangy 
freshness of the well-balanced palate.

CHATEAU DES EYSSARDS – BERGERAC SEC AOP FRANCE
SAVIGNON BLANC, SEMILLON                                                €27.00
Winemaker Pascal Cuisset is a charismatic advocate for the Bergerac 
region.  His dry white Bergerac is full-bodied and fruity.  It’s a great example 
of what the area can produce, crisp acidity with intriguing pineapple and 
gooseberry flavours.

POUSIO SELECTION – ALENTAJO DOC,
PORTUGALANTAO VAZ, VERDELHO, ALVARINHO                     €29.00                                 
A bright, light yellow wine, with greenish citrus tinges. This wine is made 
mostly with the local indigenous Antao Vaz grape which has been gently 
nurtured in this hot climate to a crisp yet rich wine.  It has an intense 
bouquet of stone and tropical fruits.  Equally important is the balance in 
the mouth with a very long and vibrant finish.

ANA, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND 
SAVIGNON BLANC                                                                       €31.00  
Lovely fresh flavours of passion fruit with a good balance leading to a
nice fresh finish in this white wine

SAN SIMONE FRIZZANTE, FRIULI ITALY 
PROSECCO                                                                                   €31.00
Fruity, crisp off dry and summery

OILVARES ROSADO 2016 – JUMILLA DOP, SPAIN
GRENACHE, MONASTRELL                                                           €27.00
Light, bright pink.  Aromas of strawberry and rose petal followed 
with a fruity, fresh and balanced wine.  Perfect any time of the year.

BABY BOILED POTATOES       €3.00               

HOMEMADE FRIES                  €3.00                     

CHUNKY FRIES                        €3.00                     

FRENCH FRIED ONIONS          €3.00

MARKET VEGETABLES            €3.00

TWIN TREES SALAD                €3.00

WHITE WINES

SPARKLING & ROSE WINES

Crisp, fresh & fruity

Refreshing, fizzy, fruity & fun

SIDES
Freshly made

HOT DRINKS

RED WINES
Rich, powerful  & spicy

KORTA K42 LONTUE VALLEY                
MERLOT                                                                                        €24.50
This is a rich and ripe Merlot from Irene Paiva, one of Chile’s pioneering women
winemakers.  There are lots of dark, ripe plum flavours and a light touch of oak. 
This is excellent value Merlot from the Lontue Valley in central Chile

SANTA MARIA, RIOJA DOC SPAIN 
TEMPRANILLO                                                                               €27.00
Powerful red fruit and blackberry aromas with a delightful lingering finish

PREIGNES LE VIEUX – PAYS D’OC IGP, FRANCE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON                                                            €27.00
Varietal Cabernet Sauvignon with abundant blackberry and blackcurrant 
fruit on the nose and palate.  The flavours are succulent and vibrant without
any savoury or dry edges. Medium bodied and refreshing, there’s a hint of 
spice/herbs in the background

ROCA – SAN RAFAEL, MENDOZA, ARGENTINA MALBEC
MERLOT                                                                                        €29.00                                 
Reddish colour alive with the immediate aromas of plum and bramble.  
The contribution of Malbec sweet tannins added to the delicacy of Merlot, 
result in an elegant yet wonderfully powerful and gutsy wine.  This wine has 
a hint of clove spice right to the end.

FATTORIA NICODEMI ‘TERRANA’ MONTEPULCIANO
D’ABRUZZO DOC ITALY
MONTEPULCIANO                                                                        €31.00  
The hand harvesting and organic growing methods really benefit this 
unfiltered Montepulciano D’Abruzzo.  It’s profoundly flavoured and weighty 
with layers upon layers of sweet and smoky dark fruit

POT OF TEA PER PERSON       €3.00               

AMERICANO                           €3.00                      

CAFE LATTE                            €3.00                      

HOT CHOCOLATE                   €3.50

CAPPUCCINO                         €3.00

ESPRESSO                               €2.50

CAFE MOCHA                         €3.50

HERBAL TEAS                          €3.50

CHAMOMILE, PEPPERMINT, GREEN

Refreshing, freshly made

SPECIALITY COFFEE

IRISH COFFEE                         €7.00

BAILEYS COFFEE                    €7.00

CALYPSO COFFEE                 €7.00

ROYAL  COFFEE                     €7.00

FRENCH COFFEE                     €7.00               


